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Kyle's IGA Store at Dunham

was used to portray the company
store of "Hawke Bros. Mining
Corp. ,." a firm owned by rela-
tive's of Arthur Hawke in the
novel.

In the. scene filmed at Dun
ham, Hawke drives a coal truck
down to the front of the store at
considerable speed and brings it
to a halt quickly. Franciscus
did not drive the truck; instead
CalvinTaekett.Flemlng, served
as the driver. The' substitution
will not be obvious in the film.

In the novel, Hawke is a native
of Letchworth County in the Ken-
tucky mountains. He writes a
novel and goes to New York when

publisher accepts it. There he
becomes Involved in love affairs
with Frieda Winter, a married
woman, and Jeanne, an editor
ivi bin puutisiutiM uuusg n uiwu
accepts his booK. When the
novel is successful;- - he goes to
Hollywood but later returns in
disillusionment to his home in
Hove, Kentucky.

Suzanne Pleshette 'will portray
Jeanne, and Genevieve Page will
portray Frieda.

Wouk spent several days at
Hazard in the spring of 1959
gathering background material
For the novel, which is nearly
800 pages long. J

His best known novels are "The
Caine Mutiny" and "Marjorie
Morningsfar.

The film will be released in
eight mpnths.
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A Warner crew to Letcher from New York City, where they had completed 10 days
shooting. "Youngblood Hawke" will 50 days in production; about two minutes of usable film is the pro-

duct of each day's work. The movie by air, but the dolly with the camera shown
above by truck. Director Delmer Daves is at right top of the camera boom. Daves adapted the
novel for the screen and is producing the film. also and Summer Place."

James Franciscus, who has the title role in "Youngblood Hawke,"
appeared on "Naked City" its first year
has appeared in "The Outriders" and in Miracle of the White
Stallions," with Robert Taylor. "Youngblood Hawke" is his first
starring As he sat on the ground at he
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Jim Moran, press agent and television personality, plays the part
of a mail carrier in the film. .Unlike the book the movie has a
happy ending Hawke doesn't die but instead nearly drowns,
and he is found by Moran and his son. Above, Moran and his
wife watch part of the shooting.

Franciscus (left foreground) watches as Calvin Tackett brings the big coal truck to a halt
in front of the company store. The crew was here Tuesday, was supposed to be back in
Los Angeles by Wednesday night.


